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TO　:　　　Commissioner∴Loomis

Commissioner Evans

Commissioner Po|lack

`少年C6mmis s ioner∴Karme l

FROM:　　　Harold M. Williams

Rた　:　　　Discussion of the AI,I Code

|　have been considering the strategy which the Cormission

Ought∴to pursue with respect∴to the AI.I Code.　| t'ant∴to

Share my thoughts with you and describe the franework with-

in which　|　feel we ought∴to approach the Code.　|　hope that

the ideas set forth in this memo can serve as a guide for

our discussion at tomorrow-s commission meeting. _ .-

1 start from the premise that, regard|ess of what position

we.take, the Code will be introduced and there wi|l be at

least∴some significant support for it容　active Congressiona|

COnSideration.　Our goal should be to develop a strategy

Which maximizes the like|ihood that∴any ensuing legis|ative

action will benefit∴the Commission and minimizes∴the risk

that the agency.s ability to protect investors wi|l be im-

paired.　| believe that′　tO aCCOmPlish these goals′　the

Commission should support the Code, although not in its

present form. We ought∴to devote our efforts at∴tomorrowIs

meeting to identifying the key changes which must be made

in the current version of the Code　一一　before it is introduced

in Congress 〇一　aS the price for that Commission support. We

should also identify any changes in the Code which, because
Of their politlcal sensitivity, We CannOt∴realist.ical|y

expect professor∴Loss to make′　but which we would advocate

once the Code is under consideration in Congress.　|n this

latter∴regard, Congress and Professor∴Loss sho心|d be infomed

at∴the outset that there are a limited number of signifi-

cant changes in existing‘ |aw∴Which we support independent
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of the Code, but∴which might mos亡efficient|F be considered

simultaneously with the Code.

Our discussion and study of the Code over t心e last∴several

months has been productive and useful.　r hope that′　a亡

tomorrow-s session, We Can reaCh agreement o虹　a genera|

strategy along the |ines　工describe below- and! on the changes

necessary to the ALIIs version before i亡is i」r`trOduced.

Assuming we do agree on an approach which caLユs for further

revisions in the draft Code as it exists∴tod捷y,工will per-

sona11y negotiate on behalf of the Commissiom with Professor

Loss　-　With assistance from the Office of t重ミ寒Cenera|

Counsel　-- in an effort to obtain∴those changJeS.

Support for a Code

My reasons for urging that the Commission adopt a genera| ‘

position of support for a Code are threefold●　First′　エbe-

|ieve that, in some important respects, the Cめde is an advance

over present law・ The integration of 133 andl 134 Act.∴reporト

ing requirements, for example. is a positive :SteP′　and a

number of others could be cited.　|n some res;PeCtSき　Of　∞urse′

the Code is clearly unfavorable: The Code-PerPetuates∴SOme

unfavorab|e aspects of existingTさ高it makeES Certain unfavor-

able change§ in the lawj∴and the Code fails to improve upon

existing |aw in some areas where improvement is neces露ary.

me approach I am suggesting in this memo would deal with
these problems.　And. in any event′　|　fee|　tぬat our mo容t

significant difficulties can be resoIved so that the resulト

ing document is, On balance, helpful to us・

Sec°nd, Whi|e　| entertain doubts conceming whether∴the Code

will ever be enacted, |　believe that serious Congressiona|

consideration of the Code, if it occurs, migぬt afford us an

opportunity to obtain improvements in existimg laW which

Congress is unlikely′ in the foreseeable future′　tO COnSider

separa亡e from the Code. Without∴the Code as a catalys亡′　|

am not optimistic about our ability to persuade Congress∴to

enact either less∴nOnCOntrOVerSial amendment箆　tO eXist-

ing law (SuCh as a statutory framework for a　∞ntinuous dis-

cIosure system) or more sensitive alteratio競雲(SuCh as a

clarification of the Commission-s jurisdiction over securitie§

futures).　Moreover. aS judicial developments unfold,

particularly at the Supreme Court level′ the‘ Code becones
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more and more attractive as a potential legis|ative vehicエe

to compensate for judicial trends.

Third, there is much merit to a comment made by Cormissio調er

Evans at one of our earlier sessions　一- if the Commission

initially opposes the Code′　We Will have little bargainingr

leverage with respect∴to proposed changes ’during the legis-

1ative pr°CeSS.　On the other hand? if we are Code supporters.

We Stand a much better chance of being able to play a signifi-

Cant∴role in any discussion of Congressional amendments∴to the

諜三宝。S言霊言霊s豊圭霊露盤豊霊議豊富dn語
ideas rather∴than blindly in opposition to any change in the

霊霊,諾・ 。n評enera| position of support∴for a Code will

Key Issues

Despite my feeling that we should supp°rt a Code, the present

VerSion of the document contains a number of serious fla幡

Which make it unacceptable.　工do not, however. be|ieve that

all of the　"critical issues"　which　亡he General Counsells office

蕊豊霊藍霊d i詫i嘉聖書霊。n:葦t豊i言e議霊l。P

i/ In suggesting that∴we "supportI'∴the Code, | do not
necessarily mean that∴we should be in the forefront o重

1obbying for its passage. once introduced, there may
We|1 be very |ittle Congressional interest in pursuing

the matter. If　亡his is the case′　the Commission wi||

need to consider from time to time whether it wishes

to take any steps in an effort∴to alter∴that∴situatio血.

On the o亡her hand′ I　亡hink that∴亡here is some risk that.,

given the prestige of　亡hose supporting the Code, Congress

Will begin to address it一- Perhaps more swif亡Iy tharl-We

anticipate.　Because of Professor Loss'　reputation a1過

that of his advisers. the Code is beginning to take on a

life of its own, and we should not, in my view, gamb|e

On Our ability to prevent its consideration by taking; a

flat∴stance against it.
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a Commission position as to　亡he changes∴that are actua11y im-

POrtant tO Our endorsement of the Code.　These changes need

亡O be divided into two groups　一〇　those which I wi11 seek tO

have Professor∴Loss make before the Code is intr°duced and

those which, because they are political|y sensitive or because

they deviate substantially from existing law′　We CannOt

realistica|1y expect Loss to make.　These latter changes we

Wil|　seek independen亡|y if and when the Code comes under

Serious Congressional scrutiny.

While　|　have not finalized my own thinking on these matters,

my tentative view is that∴the “Group One鴫i室SueS Should in一

謹言i,置h器。譜議C書誌S6嘉。書1霊h:h霊豊。。。ns。1 ' s

黙諾11三三霊7窪誌悪霊器霊許諾。芸急呈葦uld

二/　me exceptions are the proposed revision to Section
1819　which would create cease and desis亀authority and

the proposal that senior corporate officers and directors

be required to sign the annual report.　冒he fomer is a

matter with which we canp9t realistica||y expect loss to
deal at∴the pre-introdu6tion stage becaase it would

Create a ContrOVerSial new remedy. not E)art Of existing

law;∴aCCOrdingly,工　have p|aced it in Group Two.　The

latter is a concept which the Commissiom rejected at

its last meeting.

竺/　Excluding the two points∴treated in the preceding f∞ト
note, these changes relate to the scope of the one-year

registrant concepti the duty to correct-　Commission∴filings;

the presumption that different types of exempt offerings

wil|　not be integrated; the standards governing, and

extent of liabi|ity for, insider∴trading; the Cormission’s

antifraud rulemaking authority; judicial implication of

Private rights of action; the standardsl for the issuance
Of injunctions in Commission enforce鳳e鵬t proceedingsi

豊三豊。詩誌藍n器楽嘉; s詳r蕊誌
incident∴to judicial review; and suspension of the

Administrative Procedure Act.　See OGC's November 15

memorandum at pp. 3-8.
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Whether any of these issues ought里f皇to be treated as pre-

introduction changes crucial t° Our SuPPOrt for the Code.

In　"Group Two′"　on the other hand′ I would inc|ude the

following :

l.　Definition of securitv　-　SEC/CFTC iurisdiction.　Section

299.53(b)(8) should be amended　亡O make it c|ear that equity

futures, Certain financial futures, and indexes based on

securities are no亡excluded from the definition of　"security.“

2.　Tender offers.　冒he Code should be amended to integrate

present sections 13(d) and 14(d) of the .34 Act into a sing|e
scheme goveming the sa|e of control in public companies.　The

Office of General Counsel is presently developing a legislative

package of this nature in response to ∞ngreSSiona| inquiries.

3.　Commission　2(e) authority.　Section. 1804　should expli6itly

grant the Commission authority to adopt∴a rule goveming the
discipline of attomeys and ac∞untantS・

4.　Auditing standards.　Section 1805　should be revised to give

the Cormission explicit rulemaking power to setl auditing

Standard§.

5.　Cease and desist authority.　Section 1819　should be revised

to add a cease and desist provision which would apply to any

Violation of the Code by any person.

My "Group Two" issues are the same as those which the General

Counsel’s November 15 memorandum lists as　購category fourl’ or
"separable issues′" except∴that I have added cease and desist

謹書yd豊。露語:藍器葦。# F辛b謙。蕊霊薬
would be best spent if the Commission approached these issues

from the perspective of whether any of them should be exc|uded

from Group Two. It may′　however′　nOt be critical that∴we

二/ While I support our IDB prOPOSal′ it is a|ready before
Congress. I would not∴advocate that we risk our ability

to preserve the Code as a package by askihg that it be

considered along∴With the Code.
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have a definitive list of Group Two issues at this stage, Since

Group Two will not be a subject of my negotiations with Pro-

fessor loss.

Finally, the General Counsel’s∴November 15 nemorandum identi-

fies a large number of additional issues which it characterizes

as "second priority" and "third priority.。二/ My own∴fee|ing

is∴that few of these are essential・亡O Our SuPPOrt for∴the Code

and that∴we should resist∴the temptation to undermine our

POSition by adding too many of them to either Group One or
Group冒WO.　|f the Code does come under active Congressional

attention, and if the dynamics of that process are favorab|e

to additional Commission-SPOnSOred changes (Without opening

the door to outside interest-grOuP eroSion of the Code)′　We

Should seek to have as many of these changes as possible made.

|n any event. the Commission should reviewl these　51 i容sues

and determine whether any of them rise to亡he level of either

Pre-introduction changes which are necessary to the Com一言

missionls support or amendments which the Com血isgion wishes

to seek fo耽11y once the Code is introduced.　To repeat,

however′ I think it vita|　to the success of our strategy

that∴we add to either Group One or Group Two very sparingly.

Commission Strategv

We also need to agree upon a general legis|ative strategy

toward the Code.　|　be|ieve this strategy should have three

basic elements.

First, One Of our chief objectives should be to contain the

danger that the Code will be exposed to a wide variety of

SPeCial interest amendments. If that process starts to occur,

there is a risk that∴the Cormission will be subjected to the

kind of Congressional emasculation which the叩C is presently

undergoing.　While our abi|ity　亡O mininize that∴risk may be

|imited, an important first s亡ep is to assure that a version

Of the Code is introduced which we can support∴rather than

relying on∴the legislative process to make favorable changesi

the more changes we request′　the more legitimate it wi||

appear for others to advocate amendments of their orm.

二/垂皇OGC memorandum′ PP・ 8-19・
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I do recognize that∴the ALl-aPPrOVed version of the Code will be

introduced regardless of the future course of our negotiations

With Professor∴Loss.　|　think′　however′　that′ if we can∴reaCh

agreement with Loss and at least some of his advisers on a modi-

fied version∴and have that version introduced simultaneously

With the AL|　draft, Congressional consideration wil工　proceed

on the basis of the SEC/Loss version and the虹,重　draft will

become dormant.　The Commission-sユegislative∴Staff will need

to encourage the Congressional staffs invoIve包i tO follo刷「 this

approach.

Second, because it is important for us to protect∴the Code

from extensive amendments in Congress, Our advocacy of the

Group Two changes will put∴the Commission in an anomoIo櫨s

POSition.　My own feeling is∴that the best∴waF tO aPPrOaCh

this problem would be to propose separate legislation on

each of our Group two changes with the understanding that,

if the commitヒees involved view these proposals favorably-,

the Code will be amended to reflect their substance.　Our

Strategy On this point is. however′　an issue which we need

not definitively resoIve now.

Third, |　believe tha亡∴we shou|d indicate stro龍gly. bothi tO

Professor∴Loss and to Congress( tねat --　eXCePt: for our Group

Two Changes -- Our∴SuPPOrt ‘for the Code is based on the Code

as a package.　|f the document begins to erode and cha職ge Shape

during the legislative process, Our∴SuPPOrt may be wit職drawn.

Conclusion

|　recognize that the concept of a code is′ in many way雲. not

Particularly palatable to us and　亡hat, if we 'ere free to do

S°, it might well be a subject∴to which we wo櫨1d not wish to

devote our resources at∴亡his time.　unfortunately. however.

we do not have that option, and, in any even亡. I think there

is a reasonable chance of transforming the Code into a p工us

for∴the Commission.　we must, however, decide fairly quickly

On Our aPPrOaCh since. as I believe you are a|l aware.

PreSSure is mounting for prompt introduction of the ALエ
VerSion alone.　For example, Mil亡On Cohen has∴reCently urged

PrOfessor∴Loss to cease dealing∴With the Commission, PreSS for

immediate introduction of∴the ALI version of the Code. and
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resoIve the issues∴the Commission has raised in the legislative

謹言i霊f霊y。霊′ 。霊。W言霊王書誌豊霊冨誓書㌔葦言mi乙.
Our COntrOl over_the. process of Congressional consideration

Of∴亡he Code.

Fina||y′ Whatever∴We may decide亡O doI I Strongly hope that

it can be a position∴Which wi|l be・unanimous - at least as

far as the public, PreSS, and Congress are con鵬emed. If

the Comission seriously splits over its approach to the
Code and over particu|ar changes that we would or wou|d not
like to see made′　and if the subs亡ance of that- disagreement

becomes public′ Our bargaining strength will be severe|y

Weakened. As a result′ We WOuld run a risk of setting in

motion a process which could permanently damage the Com-

mission and the federal securities laws.

I am looking forward to discussing∴With you o露l Tuesday ydhr

reactions∴to the plan　|　have outlined.

i/∴A copy of this correspondence is a亡tached. If we reach
agreement on a strategy toward the Code′　工∴will contact

PrOfessor∴Loss and |et him know what our Position is

COncerning Cohen' s proposal.
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